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Abstract 

The problems and the solutions presented in this paper refer to the difficulties arising in 

numerical analysis of structural models for both microstructures and macrostructures. 

Difficulties discussed and resolved in some way, are resulted from the long practice in 

the field of analysis and numerical simulation for mechanical structures, including some 

phenomena coupled with thermal fields. The material refers specifically to numerical 

modeling using finite element method, but the authors have also used other numerical 

methods in such matters.There are mentioned some applications of the numerical 

analysis in the microstructures field and several own contributions. In the paper we 

analyze and propose solutions to the problem of the existence of an optimal meshing for 

the existence and uniqueness of the problem. The solutions obtained in the 

macrostructures field are applied to microstructures, possibly with minor modifications. 

The proposed solutions shows that between the profound theory of numerical methods 

and practical application of these methods to industrial technical problems or even 

research, there is a great void regarding the guarantee to obtain real solutions to the 

problem. It depends more on the engineering art and the trust of engineers in tradition 

and experience more than in the mathematical certainties. 
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Introduction 

Structural analysis is a method for estimating the behavior of a structure when various 

types of actions are exercised on it. By structure, we understand a lot of physical bodies 

linked together by certain imposed conditions. The elements of this sets will be called 

the structure components. Structural analysis appeared in connection with what we call 

today, macrostructures. We do not give a definition for macrostructures, we limit to 

give a few relevant examples: civil construction, machinery, industrial installations, etc. 

In contrast to the macrostructures, once with increasing the complexity of technology 

and science the microstructures have appeared. It seems that, a unanimously accepted 

definition does not exist. However, for microstructures, the limitation to the physical 

objects that can be seen only by using an optical microscope or more powerful 

instruments is accepted. 

Entities characteristic to the biology, crystals components of the metals, or the rocks, 

components of some composite materials can be given as examples. We can not speak 

about an exact definition, this being virtually inaccessible to human language. 
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Assimilation of the structural analysis applications for the macrostructures in the field of 

microstructures is a consequence of using this complex working instrument in the most 

advanced research and technical achievements. The successes of structural analysis in 

the field of macrostructures has also determined the use of this instrument in the field of 

microstructures. The literature is rich in such examples. In this paper, we expose two 

examples:  analysis of the behavior of some materials with defects and the quality 

control of the materials at macro scale, depending on the quality of components 

microstructures. 

However, the use without prudence of the structural analysis in the microstructures field 

may lead to errors with the most serious consequences. The errors made in generating 

geometry or some deficiencies in meshing can cause errors with incalculable 

consequences. 

This paper draws attention to some of them and gives some solutions taken from the 

structural analysis practice in the macrostructures filed. 

At a deeper level, where mathematical models are created and numerical methods are 

founded, there are more dangerous traps. 

The guarantees of the existence or / and uniqueness of mathematical physics problems, 

which constitues the mathematical model of the processes analyzed within structural 

analysis represent the subjects of many theorems and still many assumptions. 

Can these assumptions be compared to the reality? Can these theorems of existence and 

uniqueness be used in reality? Furthermore, are there criteria to create an optimal 

meshing that allows obtaining solutions with desired precision? 

Of course, this is possible, if the numerical solution exists, is unique and is the one 

which describes the reality of the studied phenomenon and not another! Why some 

defects appear in solutions? (such as, stress concentrators experimental invalidated) and 

how these could be avoided? 

What are the actual possible answers to some of these questions and which are the 

perspectives of their improving? This is the topic of the research exposed in this paper. 

Some applications of structural analysis in the microstructures field 

The first contact we had with microstructures was in 1996 when, in a research project, 

we tried to evaluate the behavior of welded areas and their vicinities, [1].  

We have expanded the structural models also using as numerical method the finite 

element method for the materials with elastic matrix reinforced with glass fibers (Fig. 

1). We have estimated only theoretically the deformation and the stress in the material 

to be stretched along the fibers and perpendicular on it, [5]. 

On the same structural model, a defect given by the interruption of a fiber had been 

simulated (Fig. 1) [5]. The structural model used was by hybrid type. The matrix was 

modeled as a flat surface, meshed with 2D rectangular elements. 

The fibers have been modeled as 1D entities, discretized with finite elements by 

BEAM3D type. The interface between fibers and matrix is modeled by total or partial 

compensation of the nodes. 

Another application of the finite element method at microstructures refers to the attempt 

to characterize at macro scale a composite material, based on the physical properties of 
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the components and the size and distribution of the particles in the material that is 

reinforced in the matrix, [4]. 

The method is an alternative for estimating the mechanical properties of the composite 

material, depending on the physical properties of the components, concentration and 

distribution of the reinforced material in the composite material. 

This method is theoretically a convenient alternative without consumption of raw 

material, energy and industrial labor. Various distributions of particles reinforced in the 

matrix of the composite material were built and a sample of material established by 

conventional size was exposed to the stretch, and eventually, other types of tests were 

simulated using a structural model of this type (Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). 

Two major difficulties have occurred when this method was applied: the first is related 

to the compulsoriness of experimental validation of the proposed models (we had not 

been able to estimate the field parameters in the particles of reinforcement in their 

vicinity), and the second is related to the large number the numerical experiments to be 

made. 

The dependency of mechanical properties of the composite material according to the 

mechanical properties (average) of the components and by the reinforcement 

concentration in matrix had been deduced basically using experimental results. 

  

Fig. 1 Simulation of a composite material with defect (broken fiber) - left and the consequences - right: 

the map of the relative displacements and equivalent stress (after [5]). 

No matter how the respective dependencies would be deducted, these enable to 

manufacture a composite material in accordance with customer requirements on 

mechanical properties. 

Obtaining the composite material at the requested mechanical parameters represents the 

control facility on the parameters of the manufacturing process using the dependences 

above mentioned.  

Composite components behavior simulation in numerical analysis can go further, for 

example (Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6) nonlinear elastic-plastic materials. 

The main theoretical and practical difficulties in study of microstructures using 

numerical methods 

In numerical analysis of the macrostructures, the main difficulties encountered in the 

modern CAD-CAE - CAM system are related firstly by the differences between a CAD 
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model and a CAE model and secondly, but with consequences more profound, by the 

theoretical impossibility to guarantee the existence or/ and uniqueness of addressed 

problems solutions. 

Then follows the unsuccessful attempts to find some optimal meshing, in order to 

increase the accuracy of the solutions. Related to these issues, we refer to numerical 

analysis by finite element method, but most of the problems also arise when other 

numerical methods are used. 

 

Fig. 2 The structural model for the composite material plate with 20 reinforcement granules, irregular 

distributed; a - the distribution of the resultant relative displacement in m and b - Von Mises stress 

distribution (Pa) in model (after [4]). 

 

Fig. 3 The location of the nodes for which the graphical representations are made in Fig. 4,5 and 6, in the 

structural model of the CFP composite material sample. The map of distribution of equivalent stress 

values on the PFC sample border at time t = 0.6 s, (after [4]). 

The most important difficulties of transformation of a CAD model into a CAE model 

refers to the existence of the gaps (distancing) and interferences. In the case of 

macrostructures, the presence of gaps and interferences leads to errors: computer 

programs do not work, the calculation does not converge, or may be obtained erroneous 

solutions. Therefore, a good CAD model can only be obtained by eliminating entirely 

gaps and interferences. However, sometimes, through additional conditions solutions 

may be forced even in the presence of gaps or interference. However, their presence can 

affect some details of the solutions.Gaps and interferences can also appear in the 

structural models of the microstructures. The gaps are quite common and are 

characteristic, for example of some porous environments or biological tissues, [2]. 

However, the admitted gaps, must keep, the structure connected! 
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Fig. 4 Variation in time of the displacement (the 

component along the traction direction, ux) relative to 

3853 nodes (in the rubber matrix) and the node 5045 

(within a fiber). Time is given in seconds and the relative 

displacement in m, (after [4]). 

Fig. 5 Variation in time of the Sx component 

of the stress tensor in the nodes 3853 (in the 

rubber matrix) and node 5045 (within a 

fiber). The time is given in seconds, and the 

stress in MPa (after [4]). 

 

 

Fig. 6 The stress – deformation characteristic curve in the node 3853, deduced using data from the graphs 

representations in Fig. 4 and 5 (by [4]). 

At a refined analysis, the gaps are not vacuum zones and they can be filled with material 

(possibly fluid) with certain physical and chemical properties. The relative motion of 

the two components in these environments has a very high importance in their 

quantitative and qualitative evolution. From the point of view of guaranteeing the 

solution and precision, the difficulties are much profound and harder or impossible to 

remove. The means of solving depend on the engineering intuition, from what is the art 

in this profession. General models of physical bodies have been formulated in time: the 

rigid solid, elastic solid, elastoplastic solid, visco-elastic-plastic solid, ideal liquid, 

viscous fluid, etc. The laws that govern the dynamic processes of these physical models 

are deduced from general principles of geometric nature, physical (constitutive laws), 

compatibility and conservation. These motion laws or deformation are expressed by 

algebraic equations, ordinary differentials and with partial derivatives, integrals, 

inequalities, that form complicated systems, most often solvable only by the numerical 

method. Even some analytical solutions for relatively simple problems use complex 

calculations using power series or special functions. Besides functions and operators 

between functions, the structural model contains mandatory the domain or the sets that 

shapes the physical entity, i.e. the definition domain of the functions that give physical 

characteristics of the bodies. In most cases they are models of continued bodies, but 

statistical mechanics and classical mechanics, as well as other fields of activity also use 

the discrete particles systems. Moreover, mixt models with continuous partial domain 
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and partially discrete may also exist. In the assumptions of the theorems of existence 

and / or uniqueness from the speciality literature ([6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]), 

depending on the regularity properties of the functions of/and operators that describe the 

model, there are areas with regularity properties. These properties are difficult or 

impossible to experimentally validate for the user of the structural model. The users 

accept as assumptions the requirements of those theorems. However, the real domains 

corresponding to the structural models on which the calculation is done, often show 

irregular lines or dots (in which the regularity properties are partial or not at all 

fulfilled). These are edges and peaks. These difficulties caused by the structural model 

domain lead to the impossibility to use genuinely, the theoretical guarantee of the 

existence or / and uniqueness of the solution, and add the difficulties and uncertainties 

of numerical methods: convergence, stability, convergence to the solution, etc. This 

issue was noted by other researchers [14], [15]. 

Solutions to improve difficulties 

Elimination of gaps and interferences in the structural analysis of the macrostructures is 

not an easy operation. First, such errors exist in numbers even greater, the more the 

assembly is higher (can reach thousands or even higher). More importantly, their 

removal requires knowledge of the contact problems between components of an 

ensemble. From the contact problem it reaches directly in the core of the 

microstructures problems: friction, wear, physical interplay, plastic deformations, etc. 

Regarding the microstructures, we showed in the previous chapter that, the gaps are a 

possibly motivated entity within them and may have very complex physical meanings. 

For this reason, if some of them should be eliminated, the precise justification of this 

operation is required and carefully selecting the gaps that must be eliminated. The 

existence of the interference has so far, no physical motivation for structural models of 

the microstructures, so, we recommend their removal. Regarding the issue of 

guaranteeing the real solution, or at least a sufficient approximation of it, currently, 

there are no instruments to solve it. Therefore, it gives a compromise solution: 

experimental validation. The structural model is built, the numerical calculation is 

achieved and the experimental model is performed in parallel, on which the parameters 

measurements are made in locations and in conditions established by engineers. Then, 

in the measuring points, the theoretical results are compared to the experimental one. 

An evaluation criteria is built by mutual agreement and with its help it decides if the 

structural model is good or needs to be improved 

In the event of an improvement, after a new calculation, the comparison is repeated and 

the process continues until the criteria of validation is satisfied. The structural model 

validated can provide data in locations and times where no measurements were 

performed. Acceptance of this method is a matter of trust and engineering intuition. In 

the microstructures field, measurements are more complex than in the macrostructures 

domain and possibly, more costly ([2], [3]). 

Conclusions 

The first conclusion refers to structural analysis applications for microstructures: 

- simulating the behavior of a microstructure within some uncoupled processes, in order 

to check the size and distribution of the fields of physical parameters that characterize 

the structure (displacements, specific deformations, stresses, temperature, intensity of 

electric and magnetic fields, etc.); 
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- Simulations of normal functioning of a microstructure in order to establish through 

numerical analysis of the relationships between input parameters (which characterizes 

the quality and concentration of components), control parameters of the manufacturing 

process and quality parameters of the microstructure. 

- Optimizing the qualities of the microstructure through numerical analysis by varying 

the process parameters in the allowed range (solution that replaces a large number of 

physical experiences, extremely expensive, but the working model must also be 

experimental validated); 

The fundamental issue of structural analysis, i.e. guaranteeing the existence and / or 

uniqueness in certain conditions, as well as, convergence, stability and convergence at 

the real solution of the problem (assuming that it exists and the problem is well 

formulated) is far from obtaining a pure theoretical answer. Even the theoretical-

empirical answer, i.e. structural analysis with experimental validation is for the time 

being, based on our trust in the engineering intuition and experimental results. 

Obviously, if the experimental validation is performed, the structural model can bring a 

number of benefits (estimates of the values of the fields characteristic to the 

phenomenon in locations inaccessible to measurements, optimization of various types, 

new relationships between input and output parameters, etc.). However, the validated 

model should be used carefully in interpolation activities and with maximum caution in 

extrapolation activities. The microstructural and the macrostructural are adjectives 

dependent on the observer scale. Difficulties arising in the structural analysis at the level 

of microstructures and macrostructures level are largely common. Significant 

differences appear in the way of solving some of the problems. A comparison between 

solving methods of the difficulties that arise in the structural analysis at the level of 

macrostructures and microstructures is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Comparison between the solutions of the problems arising in structural analysis at the 

level of macrostructures and microstructures 

Issue Solution for macrostructures Solution for microstructures 

Gaps 

(spacing) 

It is eliminated through transformation in 

the contact issues 

- Gaps that are construction errors are 

eliminated, taking care not to produce 

unconnected spaces; 

- natural gaps in the structure are maintained, 

only the connexion of the structure is 

analyzed 

Interferences It is eliminated, eventually, through 

transformation in the contact problem 

It  is eliminated, eventually, through 

transformation in the contact problem 

The 

guarantee of 

the solution 

There are no theoretical guarantees; 

 

The experimental model is validated and 

this is used by interpolation and prudent 

extrapolation; 

There are no theoretical guarantees; 

 

The experimental model is validated and this 

is used by interpolation and prudent 

extrapolation; 

Optimal 

meshing 

There is no condition or specifications 

for the construction of an optimal 

meshing in order to minimize the errors 

of some characteristics of the fields, at 

least for now. 

There is not a condition or specifications for 

the construction of an optimal meshing to 

minimize errors of some characteristics of the 

fields, at least for now. 
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